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1. U. S. Operations

AMtJNDSEN-SCOTT STATION
Aurora - Not in operation.
çntistn - Operations were normal except one film magazine was inoperative because of battery failure.

:

Glaciology - The monthly snow accumulation was 1.5 cm. Forty-eight
meter cores are ready to be shipped for study of physical and mechanical
properties. A "cursory" study shows that with an overall tendency to decrease toward the present time, annual water accumulation remains fairly
constant throughout the last four centuries. Other stratigraphic observations show that meteorological conditions have not changed significantly
during the sane period. Crusts are not often found in the early layers.
These findings differ from indications observed of temperature gradients.
Ionosphere - Operations were on a normal schedule, including 05 and 55
minute sweeps since October 1. By the end of the month the Fl region was
being received up to 20 hours per day. The E layer was present 24 hours.
In order to get optimum data from the Fl and F2, the medium receiver gain
setting is too low for F62 usually scaled only from high gain each hour.
Most median foF2 values were down from last month.
Meteorology - The average monthly temperature was -49.1°C, with a high
of -33.7°C on the 30th and a low of -63.3°c on the 3rd. The average monthly
station pressure was 19.956 in/Hg, with a high of 20.30 in/Hg on the 1st and
17th and a low of 19.35 in/Hg on the 1st. Precipitation 0.04 inches; snowfall
0.4 inches. Prevailing wind was from the 34° meridian, with an average speed
of 13,3 kts. Fastest mile was 36 mph on the 28th. The monthly average sky
cover :as 6.5. Per cent possible sunshine was 76.3. Number of days clear,
6; par-1y cloudy, ii; cloudy, 14. October had the highest monthly average
or c1curcss on record at this station. Number of days visibility one

-2mile or less, 13;
mile or less, 6. Sixty-two ra•iinsonde flights were made
to an average height of 25,238 meters, with the highest to 37,258 meters
(4 mb) on the 24th. Twenty-eight rarinsonde flights reached or exceeded 10
thb during the month. Ten-day mean temperatures with the 2 meter ventilated
thcrmohm: October 1 - 10, 55.9; 11 - 20, 51.3; 21 - 31, 41.4.
The warmest temperature observed was +30°F at 35.5 km on the 24th, and
the highest wind was 127 kts at 24.6 km on the 27th. Both of these figures
were believed due to increased solar activity on the 22nd - 24th. The
highest monthly average cloudiness observed at this station was 6.5 An extended period of high winds, warm temperatures and dense cloudiness was
observed from the 24th to the 30th.
Micrc'2teoro1ogy - One hundred and fifty-three wind profiles were taken
during 31 days. The roughness parameter decreased considerably as the surface features flattened during the month. Temperature recording was in
continuous operation. The largest inversion to 8 meters was 16.1°F on the
6th.
Seismology - Station operations were normal. There were 248 disturbances
reported this month.
General - Line fluctuation averages 3 volts.
Critical DF III Kilo cargo was received in good order on October 9th,
along with the less fragile ionosphere and meteorological shipments, and
25 bags of mail. The total tonnage received at the station to November 1

was 204 tons.

The USSR reconnaissance aircraft en rotita to McMurdo passed over the
station October 24th at 1714z and buzzed three times. Dr. Tolstikov sent
a cordial message to the station.
10th.

If possible, the airstrip will be prepared for a ski landing on November

BYRD STATION

Aurora - No report.

Geomagnetism - October was a comparatively calm month, although there
were major storms on the 22nd and 25th. The instruments are in excellent
shape with the installation of new gears in the rapid run recorder. There
as a five-day loss of records prior to the arrival of the replacement gear.
there was no loss of standard records during the rapid run breakdown. An
azimuth control was completed for meteorology and a compass check of the area
for the traverse party.
Glaciology - A 2-meter pit was dug at an accumulation pole for correla-

ion with the accumulation data, and a survey was made of the movement stakes.

Ionosphere - The recorder functioned normally with no loss of data during
the month. The in1uance of a 24-hour sun was readily apparent. The foF2
aedian diurnal variation was only 3.8 mc at 1100 M and 1400 M. Although

-3last month's midday foF2 values were more than a degree higher than October,
the overall median values for the two monthswere the same, higher than 1958
foF2 median values 1 mc higher than October 1957. Generally radio propagation was good during the entire month, except for stormy conditions on the
22nd and 24th. The presence of P2 and Fl greatly increased, however, E5
observations were fewer. Very.few E 5 values and E2 values were recorded during
midday.
cteoro1ozy - The monthly average temperature was -30.1°C with a high
of -15.0°C on the 26th and a low'of -45.1°c on the 19th. The average station pressure was 23.565 in/Hg with a high of 24.10 in/Hg on the 23rd and
a low of 22.60 in/Hg on the 10th. Total precipitation was .03 inches; snow-:.
fall 0.3 inches. Prevailing wind direction was NNE with an average speed
I on the 21st. The
of 18.6 kts. The fastest wind was 52 mph from the IM
average sky cover was 7.1. Number of days clear, 3; partly cloudy, 11;
cloudy, 17. Days with visibility ?2Z mile or less, 14; days visibility one
mile or less .,-24.. Precipitation of .01 inches or more, 2. Per cent possible
sunshine, 53. Average height of 435 raobs was 17,762 meters. Since no raobs
were taken for 10 days during the latter part of the month when the radorne
was moved and temperatures aloft warmed considerably, the average heights
and temperatures would not be correct.
Moving of the radome was started on the 18th and completed on the 29th.
A three-day delay was caused by a strong wind. The equipment is working
properly and a new azimuth check was made. The radiometers have been connected and all the equipment seems to be in good working order.
Station Seismology - There were 80 beginning phases recorded. The
recording was excellent except for a sporadic homer signal interference but
the problem is not acute.
Traverse Seismology - The gravity and magneticsurvey was completed
in the seismic reflection area. The rest of the month was spent in traverse
preparations.
Traverse -The Byrd Station traverses under Dr. Charles Bentley, to the
Horlick Mountains departed on November 1.
General - The first airdrop of the season was on the 7th. The tractor
train from Little America arrived on the 11th and departed on the 23rd.
The first plane landed on the 13th.
ELLSWORTII STATION
Aurora - No program in operation.
Glaciology -.Accumulation at 48 stakes was 4.1 cm. There was a complete
survey of the laio19;iea1 covcmeit trianu1ation network.-A new bench
mark (Number 2) was set up on the SW leg of the radome tower, as last year's
bench mark was never found.
Ra y s - Operations were routine. However,* there were some timing

and spurious counting difficulties.

h

-4Ionosphere - Transmitter trouble resulted in the loss of two days
records. The phansotron circuit in APG required modification to become
cperativc.
cteoolocy - The program was hampered by winds, but was otherwise
normal. The snow tclter was installed in the inflation shelter.
It

The average monthly temperature was 20.8°C with a high of -4.4°c
on the 27th and a lOW of -39.4°C on the 4th. The average station pressure was 28.785 in/Hg with a high sea level pressure of 29.68 in/Hg on
the 16th and a low sea level pressure of 28.20 in/Hg on the 27th. Precipition was .48 inches, snowfall, 4.8 inches. The prevailing wind was
from the SSE with an average speed of 15.1 kts. Fastest mile was 48 mph
on the 9th and 10th from the NE. Per cent possible sunshine, 44. Days
with precipitation 0.01 inches or more, 11; 0.10 inches or more, 2. Average
sky cover 6.0. Days clear, 11; partly cloudy, 6; cloudy, 14. Days with
visibility one mile or less, 20, mile or less, 14. Average height of 45
raobs was 21,175 meters.
Seismology - A long refraction profile was completed on the 23rd. Good
results were obtained with records up to the last 500 lb. shot in a 10 meter
hole at 6.5 km.

Traverse Operations - The Ellsworth Station traverse to Byrd Station
departed on October 30. The glaciological Sno-Cat transmission was damçged
eight miles out in a hole and a new transmission will have to be installed.
The position on November 1, was 100 miles SE of the Station,
General - The month was marked by day after day of blowing snow which
delayed completion of the glaciology and seismology program at the station,
aircraft reconnaissance supply, and departure of the traverse to Byrd Station.
HALLETT STATION

Aurora - Aurora were seen on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 8th of October.
The program was terminated on the 10th. All equipment is in good working
order and a preliminary analysis of the year's observations is proceeding.
Gcomzinetism - Small sudden commencements occured on the 22nd at 0313Z
and on the 24th at 0730z. One set of absolute observations was made.

lonsophere - The E layer has been present 24 hours since the 19th, although there is a virtual height rise to 150 km at the local midnight. There
were moderate disturbances on the 23rd, 24th, 25th, and 28th, during which
a C condition in the F region and/or a type E sporadic was recorded. There
was some equipment trouble, which was corrected by replacing a worn variac
and drive assembly and the film pressure springs in the 33 mm camera.
cteoro1oy - The average monthly temperature was -18.97°C, with a high
of -5.6 on the 29th and a Lou of -36.7 on the 3rd. The average station pressure wa: 29.132 Ln/Mg, with a high sea level pressure of 29.61 in/Hg on the
21st and a lo zaa level pressure of 28.14 in/Hg on the 1st. Total precipitation
0.02 inches; total snowfall, 4.0 inches. Prevailing wind direction

Ii

*

-5S11 with an average wind speed of 5.4 kts, and fastest mile 71 mph on
the 25th from the S. Per cent possible sunshine, 12; average sky cover
5.5
Number of days clear, 7, partly cloudy, 12; cloudy, 12. Number of
days precipitation 0.01 inches or more, 2; 0.10 inches or more, none.
Number of days visibility mile or less, 3; one mile or less, 5. Average
height of 61 rawinsondes, 16,409 meters. Extreme stratospheric warming was
noted from approximately mid-month onward.
All instruments operated satisfactorily during the month. The Azar,
tharmohta, sunshine switch, and roll charts were received from Little America.

One raob was missed due to high winds on the 25th. The eastern horizon is
a continuing problem to high raob ascents. Only 15 flights were terminated
due to balloon failure. Overflying air traffic and numerous transients have'S
resulted in a heavy logistics load.
Zoion picture cloud photography of typical lenticular formations has
been attempted.
The net warming at 10 cm and 50 cm soil temperatures continues. Tenmeter temperatures were constantly warmer from the 22nd on but alternating
warciin and cooling occurred from the 10th through the 21st. The ice thickness is measured 3 times a week by aerographers, along with maximum and
minimum temperatures. The ice is currently 76 inches thick.
Scisrr'ol
- A slight adjustment to the vertical long period seismometer
was necessary at certain intervals as the mean temperature changed. During
the month 116 earthquakes were recorded, out of which 81 were reported. Re-:
suits are now very satisfactory.
General - Mr. Markham of the New Zealand IGY National Committee and
Mr. Beagle, New Zealand ionospheric project leader visited the station on the
31st.
LITTLE AFERICA STATION
Aurora - No report.

Deep Drill Program Mr. Ragle, Mr, Patenaude, Mr. Tedrow, and W. Gow
and other Si p jj personnel have arrivat Little America for this program. :The
rig has been erected and a cold lab constructed. The drilling commenced on
October 31.
Geomagnetism - The orientation tests have been completed. Magnetic
activity was marked by a sudden commencement at 220314Z and slightly disturbed
conditions during the latter part of the month. Micropulsation activity was
noted throughout the month with an increase in the extent and amplitude at
the end of the month. The center of the micropulsation activity appears to
occur around 1700Z or about six hours before the local noon. An H. base line
drift of 10 gammas was also noted. All other operations were normal.
G1c1olo - The survey and level work have been finished.

-6-

Ionosphere - There was a better than 98 per cent coverage of available
data during the month. The records show a return to normal summer or daylight conditions with increased absorption, high occurance of the E layer
and much stratification of the F layer.
2orc1orv - The monthly average temperature was _27.1 G C with a low

of -45.6"C on the 3rd. The average station pressure was 28.715 in/Hg with
a high sea level pressure of 29.68 in/Hg on the 22nd and a low of 27.67
in/Hg on the 4th. Precipitation was 0.23 inches, snowfall 2.9 inches.
Average net change of 4 snow stakes plus 2 inches. Prevailing wind was
from the SE at an average speed of 10.3 kts. The fastest mile was 34 mph
on the 4th from the NE. Average sky cover was 7.5. Per cent possible sunchine, 39. Number of clear days, 2; partly cloudy, 12, cloudy, 17. Days
with precipitation 0.01 inches or more, 11; 0.10 inches or more, none. Days
with visibility mile or less, 10; one mile or less, 18. Average height
of 60 radiosondes, 21,226 meters. The highest at 0000Z on the 28th reached
30,371 meters.

Optical phenomena: 22° halo, 17 days; 5 with a vertical pillar, 3
with an upper tangent arc, and 1 with parhelio. Corona 2 days. Fog bow 1
day, top elevation 25 degrees.
The transfer of meteorological equipment to other Antarctic stations continued during the month with over a ton of equipment packed and shipped for
the South Pole and delivery to Hallett of the Azar recorders and the sunshine
switch. The hemispheric drive of the normal incidence pyhcliouieter failed
early in the month and only manual obseriations are being ,akn until the
replacement parts are received. Foreign metal in the solution flow caused
suspension of the operation of the surface ozone recorder'for a few days.
The instrument was put back in operation after cleaning and an overhaul.
Mr. Williams flew to Byrd Station on October 290fo four days in
order to assist with the reinstallation of the upper air equipment after
relocation of the rzidorne.
Traverse Operations - Mr. Crary and his traverse party left Little
America Station on October 15, to begin the 1958-59 Victoria Land Travc'se.
They proccded through the crevasse area around Roosevelt Island without
difficulty and by. November 1 had reached 7905 and 175°E. Five glaciological
pit studies have been completed and sastrugi bbservations are made every
day. Five seismic stations and 10 gravity and magnetic stations were
completed to Minna Bluff.

'cthcr Central - Operations were normal. However, the absence of
Mr. Astapenko, M. Alt, and Mr. Gray (See General) reduced activity.
The coiunications survey report is as follows: First figure per cent
surface data rcceved, second figure upper air data. Mawson Collective:
Norway 93 92, :ing Baudouin 91 48, Davis 95 85, Mawson 97 100. Mirny
Collective; Sovictskaya 97 84, Mirny 97 92, Pioneerskaya 97, Komsomolskaya
97 75, 2ge ois 97. 84, Vostok 97 84. Pt. Stanley Collective: All 59 06,

cxc

::.i1ey ay 50 26. Decepcion Collective: 17 65. South America -

4,.

-7..
Collective 19 03. Gonzales Vidales 34. McMurdo Collective: Amundsen-Scott
100 100, Ellsworth 100 100, Byrd 100 100, Wilkes 100 97, McMurdo 100 100,
Hallett 100 100, Beardmore 97. Charcot 100 100, Durveill 100 100. Reports
from Australia and New Zealand 90 90, except for Campbell 80 71, Macquarie 89

26, Amsterdam 85 18, Kerguelen 88, Marion 74 80, South Africa 42 45. Brough

83 83. Weather reports are also received regularly from the Byrd tractor
train, Victoria Land Traverse, USSR resupply train and traverse: and Australian
survey traverse.
General - Mr. D. C. Thompson from Scott Base visited Little America.
Hr. Gnie'cck made a turn around flight to McMurdo in order to calibrate the
new traverse magnetic instruments at Scott Base. All LittleAnierica Kilo cargo
has been received,
Mr. Astapenko, M. Alt, and Mr. Gray made a trip to McMurdo in order
to we1com the USSR flight from I1irny. The group was able to visit McMurdo,
Scott, and Hallett, but bad weather prevented a trip to Little America.
WILIS STATION
Aurora The 1958 program has been completed. Three thousand feet of allsky camera and 400 feet of spectrograph film has been exposed. Fifty-five
per cent of the observing time was lost through overcast conditions, and only
two SWI's were clear. Most of the forms observed were rayed arcs, with the
major direction East to West but North to South arcs were frequently seen.
Type B aurora were seen on a few occasions and blue aurora were seen three
times. However, most of the aurora seen were green. They rarely changed
from one form to another as a form would appear, remain relatively stationary
and then disappear. No preferred direction of motion for the rays was noted.
All equipment is in good condition for next year and the frequency generator
has been adjusted so that the clock gains only one-half second per day.
Cosmic Rays - Operations were normal.
Geomagnetism - The thermostat has been replaced in the station variation
room. The temperature variation is now less than two degrees centigrade
during calm conditions. As the entire variations building is always free from
drifting snow, rapid changes in temperature or wind can now be fully met by
the present heating system. Better control of the I base line since May can be
attributed to the frequent releveling and resetting system.
Daytime activity is now increasing. At Site 2 1 the rnagnetograph measured
D for several days. The records check with those at the station. Other operations were normal.
Glaciology - The glaciological traverse party is in the vicinity of Mt. Long
and Davis Peak. However'
weather has hampered their work. They plan to
return to t-a base by November 15th via Site 2.

Ionos-er - Operations were normal.

-8l!cteorology The average monthly temperature.was -12.7°C, with a high

of -2.2°C on the 13th and.á low of -25.0°C on the 2nd.. The average station
pressure was 28.982 in/Hg, with a high sea level pressure of 29.36 in/Hg on

the 3rd and a low .ea level pressure of 28.52 in/Hg on the 5th. Total precipitation was .75 inches, total snowfall, 7.5 inches. The average wind speed
was 9.4 knots prevailing from the.NNE, with a maximum of 68 mph on the 12th
from the E. Average sky cover 8.0; number days clear, 2; partly cloudy, 6;
cloudy, 23. Number days precipitation .01 inches or more, 3; 0.10 inches or

more 2. N5er days visibility mile or less, 1; one mile or less, 1.

Average of 54 rawinsonde flights 20,775 meters, with a high of 26,227 meters.
0ccanorap - The fast ice started breaking up on October 28th. The ice
edge
new
extends on a line from McMullin to the north end of North Chappel
r
Islets within 100 feet of Gibnay's Reef. The open water extends around the
south and of Shirley Islet into the southwest corner of Bailey Island, cutting
off the tieacel route south. The maximurrE;ice thickness is 50 inches.

Seismology - Forty-two earthquakes were recorded, Microseisms wereweak

except on the 12th, 13th, and 18th of October. A new thermostat was installed
as greater daily temperature variation was anticipated.
Survey Work - On two trips south over the fast ice, a half mile base line
was measured on the ice between-O'Brien-and Mitchell Islands and tied in with
signals on these islands. The signals were placed on high points of Midgley
Island, an island to the west and also on Beal Island. Cape Folger's westward
movement continues at about the same rate. No break-off of shelf ice has been
noted thus far.
Special Projects - A new tentative position of t'Tilkes Station, using the
Wild T-2, has been determined. At the Berkeley 3-2. signal, 66°15.3's plus or
minus one-tenth a minute, 110°31.6°E plus or minus two-tenths a minute. The
latitude is from a lower transit Beta Crucis, the longitude from four sets on
Sirius and Rigel.
• At Site 2 atmospheric noise levels have been recorded. There was a marked

increase in observations prior to S-SW. Whistlers were recorded the 20th- 21st
2100 to 0440 at 2.8 rnc/s. A short vs. long path propagation indicates a transi-

tion period occurs. at 1700 and 0330 (UJV W1,1VHJJY5 to 10 mc/s). Regions of
high ion density observed on 6.2 inc/s periodic.bursts 2 to 5 minute duration
for a two-hour period on October 19th. All tests were tape-recorded for future
analysis.

General -. Site 2has been manned since- the departure:of the traverse party.
Communications between Site .2 and the Station have been very reliable but the
traverse party usually is forced to relay through Site 2 to reach the Station..'

A lone Emperor Penguin was captured on October 10th. , The AddLe Penguins
started to retur n on October. 14th, and the Skuas .appeared a few days later.
The Weasels require constant repair and there are few spares available.
Their use has been restricted to operational requirement;"

I)
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2. International
USSR
r. Rubin reports from Mirny:

F1igt activity increased with cargo drops at all stations plus tractor
train resupply. The first landing of this season at Sovietskaya was on
October 21st and meteorological and ice reconnaissance flights continue. The
sea ice edge was at 59°s on October 1st and at 58°S on the 23rd. On the
flight from Mirny to McMurdo the terrain was reported to rise to about 3700
to 3800 meters between Sovietskaya and the Pole with a smooth surface and no
crevasses visible.
The cargo train departed Nirny October 23rd and reached 460 km on October
31st. The seismic train was at 755 kin October 31st.
The first petrels returned about October 10th and the first Adelies and
Skuas about October 20th.
The Presic. o

Academy of Sciences of the USSR has formed an

interdepartmental Antarctic Coimnission in Moscow which will act in international organizations in the capacity of a Soviet National Antarctic Committee.
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